
Veronica, or Ronnie as her clients affectionately call her, 
is an International Spiritual Life Coach, Speaker, Intuitive 
and Author. She supports people in living their lives on 
purpose by connecting them to their Divine inspiration 
and passion. Her style is intuitive and informal. Her results 
are impactful and life-changing!

Veronica uses her warm sense of humor as a tool in 
helping clients relax, release and get in touch with their 
authentic selves. She also shares her wit and wisdom 
through her book: Thoughts, Food, Whine & Bubble Wrap 
... A Woman’s Journey to Self Acceptance!

Regularly interviewed on radio throughout North 
America, Veronica has also been a featured TV guest on 
CBS’s Visions with Barbara Mackey, CBS’s Lisa J. Smith Show, 
a featured psychic expert on Motivational Whisperers, 
and interviewed in MORE Magazine. 

Veronica has worked with celebrities, media personalties, 
authors and business executives, including:

• Mariel Hemingway, actress & author
• Marci Shimoff, bestselling author/
  featured in The Secret
• Joan Borysenko, author

You don’t have to be a celebrity to benefit from 
Veronica’s keen insights on finding alignment with your 
authentic identity. She also looks forward to working 
with you!

• Intuitive readings and sessions             
• Workshops and seminars
• Motivational speeches
• Intuitive parties
 
How can Veronica Drake be of value to you?
Call her today at 610 297-6086

“Ronnie has a wonderful sweet and feminine energy that 
guides you easily into yourself... she reveals things in your 
being that are powerful to your path...I was very excited 
to have learned some things I was not allowing  myself to 
know. . . Ronnie is gifted…”

Mariel Hemingway, actress & author

Life is a blank canvas and you are the artist.  

Let’s draw out your Soul together. 

As a Spiritual Life Coach my vision is to feed your heart with compassion, 

fill your head with curiosity and open your Soul to possibilities. I promise 

I will always show up being genuine, honest, and approachable. 

Together we will create an environment of mutual respect and trust 

that will empower you to reach your highest and greatest potential. 

My promise to you is I will always bring creative, out of the box thinking 

and laughter to every session.

Veronica Drake’s background includes:
• Coach training at the International Coaching Academy
• Certified Practitioner in the Law of Attraction
• Certified in Mastering Life’s Energies
• Ongoing studies in Spiritual Counseling at 
    The University of Metaphysics
• Alumni of The Holistic Learning Center

Veronica’s Promise:
Meet Veronica Drake

Call Veronica today 
at 610 297-6086
vdrake@rcn.com  

www.SpiritualCoachVeronicadrake.com
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Veronica Drake’s Intuitive Voice Method:
your Key to Personal Empowerment 
and Validation!
Veronica Drake’s powerful Intuitive Voice Method is a self-guided

journey that integrates your body, mind and soul to achieve a 

harmonious and peaceful existence.

Healing, strength and joy come from within … but few of us know 

how to access these blessings. Using her proprietary technique, 

Veronica lovingly holds the space – supporting you while you turn 

your attention inward where all experiences, memories, sensations, 

beliefs, expectations, desires and emotions reside. 

When we find ourselves in chaos our natural inclination is to think 

our way out.  But that just results in more of the same confusion.  

Our familiar old patterns keep showing up – perhaps wrapped 

differently, maybe with different players – but still presenting the 

same challenges. When we try to resolve any situation with the 

same mindset that created it, we’re destined for disappointment!

Looking for solutions to life challenges?
Want to remove obstacles from your path?
Your answers await you … within!
As a Spiritual Life Coach and Intuitive Consultant, Veronica Drake 

uses her gifts to help you find yours! Her insights serve to identify, 

clarify and simplify the obstacles blocking your way.  Veronica 

brings into focus the issues that are clouding or crowding your life, 

keeping you from living and loving more fully. 

Most significantly, she does this WITH you … not FOR you!

Veronica’s Intuitive Voice Method is surprisingly simple and 

amazingly insightful. This unique process was adapted from 

psychotherapy integrated with psychic awareness. Its purpose is 

to empower you to self-discovery … and a deeper connection 

to your own intuitive voice. 

When you know where you want to go – and how you need to 

proceed – you can live life without regrets . . . filled with the joy, 

ease and grace you so genuinely deserve!

Supporting YOU to Guide Your Own Future
Veronica’s Intuitive Voice Method is an innovative technique 

for directly accessing your internal voice – and validating your 

reality. From this place you can create more insight, clarity and 

meaning by listening to your internal knowing. You come away 

with a deeper understanding that there’s much more to life than 

what we see – and start trusting your feelings as a source for 

healing your wounds and coping with challenges.

Working with Veronica is safe, rewarding and fulfilling. You’re 

empowered to release the judgments, doubts and fears that 

hinder your progress in living your life’s purpose. And, moving 

at your own pace, you become less dependent on others for 

direction – and more connected to your own inner resources 

for guiding your future. 

The Intuitive Voice Method is not a psychic reading. It’s not 

about drama, fortune-telling or some gimmick masquerading 

as a message. Instead, it’s a tool that shows you how to look to 

yourself for inner guidance and the vital answers you seek. 

The process is gentle, supportive and amazingly effective – 

because YOU learn how to trust your OWN inner voice!  

To learn more call Veronica at 610.297.6086 
or email her at vdrake@rcn.com

Access your Inner Guidance – with ease!


